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Infrared bullet cameras generally are larger in diameter to put up the extra space that their infrared Light
Emitting Diodes require. This video is used for later retrieval and review. Small facilities like Banks, retail
outlets, and small businesses ideally use the network video recorder to monitor their sites. The digital data is
stored permanently in the Storage, till it is purposely deleted. Video: Big security operation centers where a lot
of cameras must be examined or scrutinized, video wall viewing is generally preferred. Right now, up to 30
Mega pixels are available in the market. With this production, a new category of features is presented, which
are expected to have a big impact on the marketplace security and a sensor control. On one side, the
performance of the network depends upon the performance of each of Network Element NE , access
performance, transmission performance, etc. Surveillance is a close observation of a person or a group,
especially one under suspicion for the purpose of influencing, directing, managing, or protecting. The camera
position and the type of cameras used under various conditions are important factors in video surveillance.
Cameras may capture long durations of inactivity when placed in buildings when they are locked, staircases,
etc. It is very useful for governments and law enforcements to maintain social control Video Surveillance:
Effective Crime Protection Tool or Invasion of Privacy? In indoor surveillance, the cutting edge highlights
liberal change revelation and following estimation. One lux is equal to one lumen for each square meter,
where 4n lumens is the total luminous change of a light wellspring of one candela of luminous intensity. The
video management systems usually used in video surveillance systems are: In a digital video recorder DVR ,
videos are recorded from a surveillance camera on a hard disk. Storage type In a video surveillance system,
storage of the surveillance video is very vital. Although storage prices are falling, the demand for the
surveillance system and for the amount of storage is rising. The thermal imaging technology has drastically
evolved since then, and thermal imaging cameras have evolved to become compact in size and look like a
digital photo camera, they are now easy to use and produce real-time crisp high-resolution images making
them a widely important tool for industrial applications [ 8 ]. These two parameters are briefly explained
below: Positions for camera installation: Cameras should be placed in appropriate areas to record relevant
video. Depending upon whether IP camera or analog video camera is used, the captured video can be
transmitted over cables or through the air. The topology of outside conditions is correspondingly completely
not exactly the same as that of indoor conditions. With this generation, the era of Intelligent Video
Surveillance began, not only in research labs but also in the marketplace. Types of video management system.
Dome camera: It is a combination of lens, camera and ceiling mount packaged in a dome shape. In outside
surveillance, the cutting edge moreover merges veritable change request and following tallies. Video walls
offer a very big screen so that many people can watch the captured videos from a number of cameras at the
same time. Lux is a prevented unit in see from claiming lumen, and the lumen is a precluded unit in light from
securing candela. Fixed camera can be used for recording only one specific view while a PTZ camera is
generally used to cover wider fields of views. Type of cameras to be used: There are many types of camera
available on the market. This enables high accuracy monitoring of more scenarios by a few observers. Video
management system Video management system is the recording and management of access to the video,
which is captured by a camera and is then transferred to the module of the video surveillance system [ 4 ].
Technology concerns about security and surveillance has changed the thoughts of people. The lens can be
variable or fixed. Different application areas of video surveillance system. With school violence on a steady
rise, schools are force to resort to many safety and security measures including metal detectors, security
guards, and surveillance cameras. Network video recorder NVR supports IP cameras only, however, to
support analog cameras it requires an encoder.


